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Abstract
Graphene has shown unique properties and introduced new challenges to light materials applicable in different
areas. In addition to the polymer, it has brought materials with marvelous properties: mechanical, electrical, thermal, and related to conductivity. Different methods were discovered to produce good nanocomposites. This review
summarized those methods, as well as discussed the properties of graphene combined with different kinds of polymers. Furthermore, the different factors affecting graphene reinforced polymer nanocomposites were studied. In
the end, the challenges and future prospects for graphene polymer nanocomposites were considered.
Keywords: graphene, graphene polymer composites, fabrication, properties.

Introduction
Graphene as new material, due to its unique
and novel properties has attracted extensive attention and in-depth research in the scientific community. Graphene, as a covalently bonded monolayer of carbon atoms with a hexagonal structure,
is currently the thinnest material found in the
world, and also makes it one of the world’s best
in terms of its properties [1]. Graphene, with this
special structure, contains rich and novel physical
phenomena, which make it show many excellent
properties such as ultra-higqh carrier mobility,
good thermal conductivity, excellent mechanical
modulus (1 TPa), breaking strength (125 GPa),
and also a superior gas barrier, high transparency, and high specific surface area [2]. Moreover,
based on these extraordinary properties, graphene
showed great potential application prospects and
market value in different fields such as transportation, high-frequency electronic devices, flexible
display, electrochemical biosensor, new energy
battery, supercapacitor, aerospace, biomedical,
etc. Graphene can also be used as an ideal nanofiller to reinforce the properties of composites,
thus providing a broader application space for

composite materials. Even a small amount of
graphene addition to composite tends to increase
the mechanical, electrical, and processing properties [1–4]. Hence, the addition of graphene into
polymer composite has shown improvements of
properties compared to pure polymer, significant
changes in the mechanical, electrical, and thermal
properties were proven, more than in the case of
other materials. The polymer nanocomposites
modified by graphene can be used in construction, automobile, aerospace, electronic, and medical applications, etc. The interaction between
fillers and the polymer matrix at the interface has
great importance for the performance of composites [5, 6]. As graphene is hard and very costly
to produce, needs a lot of energy, and is difficult
to control structure, coupled with other materials especially polymers, different alternatives
were found by using modified graphene, such as
graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (RGO) (Fig. 1), etc. provided more options
which are considered easy to produce and showed
a great improvement when combined with polymers. Generally, modified graphene (GO, RGO,
etc) coupled with polymers and polymer composites can be possibly reached easily using various
37
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Fig 1. Modified graphene structure (a) graphene oxide, (b) reduced graphene oxide [1]

methods. Moreover, composite materials can be
applied for producing materials with good tribological, electrical, and mechanical properties.
Remarkably, compared with pure polymers, the
addition of graphene derivatives show a great
change in properties of the composite materials
and proved to be suitable as alternatives to use
under harsh conditions, especially corrosive and
friction materials [1, 7–9]. In particular, highquality graphene nanofiller within polymer composites brought useful materials for technological applications and play a crucial benefit to the
economy of different aspects. Graphene polymer
composites have shown several advantages. Graphene provides new ways and opportunities for
the preparation of lightweight, anti-corrosion,
low friction, low-cost, high-performance, and
multi-functional nanofiller/polymer composite
materials [1, 2–7, 10].
Therefore, this review studied and highlights
the preparation, properties, use and applications,
challenge, and future prospects for graphenebased polymer composites.

Preparation methods
The preparation methods of graphene/polymer composites mainly include solution mixing
method, melt mixing method, an in-situ polymerization method [11–21]. Solution mixing involves dissolving graphene and polymer in appropriate solvent, obtaining uniform mixed solution by ultrasonic or violent stirring, and then
obtaining the graphene polymer composite by removing solvent or precipitation. Solution mixing
is a common method for preparing the graphene/
polymer composites. This method is simple, direct, does not require complex equipment, and
can be prepared in large quantities, which can be
38

widely used in industrial production [8, 11–13].
A variety of graphene/polymer composites were
prepared by using this method, such as, polystyrene/exfoliated graphite nanoplate composites
[11], polycarbonate/graphene composite [8],
polyvinylpyrrolidone/zeolite composite [13],
etc. Melt blending is the mixing of filler and
polymer matrix at a relatively high temperature.
Through strong mechanical stirring, the filler is
evenly dispersed in the matrix, which enhances
the interface bonding between filler and matrix.
This blending method is appropriate for the mixture of thermally reduced graphene or exfoliated
graphite and thermoplastic polymer. Compared
with solution blending, melt blending shows a
great advantage for large-scale industrial production, effectively avoiding the use of solvents,
thus meeting the requirements of economy and
environmental protection. Melt blending cannot
achieve good spreading of fillers in the matrix
like solution blending, and higher shear stress
may affect the size and morphology of graphene
sheets, which are connected to the properties
of graphene and composite materials [14–16].
Different polymers composites were obtained
with this method, including polypropylene/graphene oxide, [14] polyurethane/graphene oxide,
[15] polyvinylidene fluoride/graphene [16]. In
situ polymerization is a kind of polymerization
method by mixing polymer monomer solution
and graphene solution, adding a certain catalyst,
and polymerization under appropriate conditions. It should be noted that the mixing order,
proportion, and concentration of graphene and
monomer solution have an important influence
on the polymerization [17–21]. Some examples
are polyester/reduced graphene oxide composites, [17] polyimide/graphene oxide, [18] polyurethane/graphene oxide/epoxy nanocomposites,
[19] and graphene-phenol formaldehyde [20].
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Fig. 2. Graphene/polymer composites preparation methods [11÷21]

Elements involving in the
development of graphene into
polymer nanocomposites

of nanosheets affects the electrical conductivity of
nanocomposites and thermal increase proportionally with flakes size of graphene [23, 24].

Graphene structure

Preparation Methods and Mechanisms
of Graphene composites

Graphene is a monolayer with carbon atoms
connected by sp2 hybridization and has a honeycomb two-dimensional grid structure with a monolayer thickness of 0.35 nm. Graphene can produce
different shapes of sheets accordingly; it can be
further coated into zero-dimensional fullerenes
(a), curled into one-dimensional carbon nanotubes
(b), and stacked into three-dimensional graphite
(c), as shown in Figure 3. Nariman Yousefi et al.
examined the ultra-large graphene oxide effect
on nanocomposite. Hence, the lateral size of the
flakes plays a significant role in controlling the
microstructure and properties of graphene-based
materials. Herein, reducing the size distribution of
graphene sheets tends to improve the properties of
macroscopic graphene materials. Different sizes of
graphene nanosheets have their advantages. Large
nanosheets of graphene have higher electrical conductivity compared to that of small nanosheets.
[22] Graphene with ultra-small size nanolayer
constitutes a novel material suitable for biological applications. Furthermore, the graphene size

Graphene has been commonly used to enhance
the properties of polymers and has shown noteworthy results. Different methods have been used in
the preparation of graphene polymer composites,
as mentioned above and each has advantages well
as disadvantages for the formation of final materials; for example, in the case of melt blending it
is difficult to disperse graphene, and graphene oxide and some chemically modified graphene may
degrade during the melting process which affects
material composites. Moreover, each method has
shown great enhancement properties of composites and improves the graphene polymer composites applications. Controlling graphene contents,
concentration, and stability during composites
formation affects the final materials where different properties can be adjusted. Selecting a suitable
method also is essential for producing composites
with excellent properties. Hence, the lateral size of
modified graphene should be controlled and other
factors such as temperature, humidity, and time
duration for experiments [11–21].
39
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Fig. 3. Graphene structure [25, 26]

Alignment of the graphene layer
into the polymer matrix
The arrangement of graphene in polymers is
somewhat related to the properties of composite materials, when the filler is arranged along
the strain direction, the reinforcement is higher.
Graphene showed to be a good nanofiller. Organized alignment of polymer matrices can
produce improved properties, more than that of
randomly graphene distribution into composites. Graphene with ultra-large nanosheets was
highly aligned with polyurethane nanocomposites and showed great improvements in electrical
conductivity [27, 28].
Graphene and polymer matrix interaction
The aggregation and orientation of graphene,
the inadequate dissemination of graphene in
nanocomposites, and the loss of surface layer
caused by insufficient interaction between polymer and graphene will have a negative impact
on the expected properties of the composites.
Thence, the final product to some extent depends
on the processing techniques. Moreover, aligning
graphene platelets among nanocomposites should
increase the Young’s modulus, as compared to
randomly pointed sampling. The interface structure of graphene filler and polymer composites is
very important because it determined the properties of composites. Low tensile and low elongation properties of a material are caused by the
poor interaction between the polymer matrix and
40

graphene of the materials. In turn, an improved
mechanical characterization of nanocomposites is
a result of strong interfacial interaction [29–31].

GRAPHENE−POLYMER
COMPOSITES PROPERTIES
Graphene has high elastic modulus and good
electrical conductivity; these properties rendered
it preferable in the preparation of new polymer
composites. Graphene has a high potential for
improving the properties of polymer matrix composites under very low load. The advantages of
graphene polymer composites are: it improves
thermal conductivity, tensile strength, electrical
conductivity, wear-resistance, and elastic modulus. It is a promising multifunctional material to
use in different areas [1–5, 8, 10, 32–34].
There are several types of polymers used
as matrix materials, such as epoxies, phenolics,
polyethylene, polypropylene, polyimide, polyester; polyurethane, etc, which show outstanding
mechanical, tribological, and thermal properties.
Epoxies/graphene composite materials
Epoxy resin is a kind of high-performance
thermosetting material. Some of the excellent
properties of epoxy and epoxy-based materials
are toughness, heat resistance, chemical resistance, adhesion, and good electrical conductivity.
Therefore, they have shown a strong interest in
aerospace, transportation, construction, electronic
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equipment, biomedical equipment, and so on. The
addition of graphene in epoxy resin has brought
a new kind of materials for the application in advanced technology [35, 36].
Graphene nanoplates (GNPs) have been
proven to have attractive properties, while GNPs
reinforced epoxy resin composites can improve
their mechanical properties. Improvements in the
mechanical properties of GNPs/epoxy nanocomposites are caused by a small amount of graphene
nanofiller. Thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity, and thermal stability are also improved
by the addition of graphene. The composite
strength decreased with 0.5, 1, and 1.5 increase
in wt% of GNPs. However, the modulus of the
composite increased along with the amount of
GNPs. With an increase in the amount of GNPs
content to 1.5 wt%, the bending modulus of the
composite was the highest, i.e. increased by 19%.
The tensile strength of nanocomposites with
0.25 wt% GNPs is 20% higher than that without
GNPs [37]. Wei; J. et al. studied the epoxy resin
merged with different graphene contents, where
nanocomposites proved to have cause favorable
changes in the mechanical properties. By adding
0.3 wt% graphene into epoxy resin, the maximum
storage modulus of nanocomposites showed an
increase of 30%, from 1.66 GPa in the case of
pure epoxy to 2.16 GPa. When compared to pure
epoxy resin, within 0.3 wt% graphene nanocomposite tensile strength 12% increment was obtained (from 57.2 MPa to 64.4 MPa). Moreover,
at 20°C, the transmittance of 0.005 wt% graphene
dispersion decreases in liquid, while the hardener
increases [38]. According to the study of Burhanuddin N.I.C. et al. on the effect of graphene on
epoxy resin, when the author compared the results obtained in pure epoxy resin, improvements
in mechanical properties were found. The results
show that the composites with different ratios of
0.5%, 1.0%, and 1.5% show excellent reinforcement effect. After adding 0.5 wt% GNPs, the
Young’s modulus of pure epoxy resin increased
from 0.675 to 8 GPa, which was 91.6% higher
than that of pure epoxy resin [39]. Luo, F, et al.
and Yu, B et al. studied the graphene effect into
epoxy composites and found that at low filler
content of graphene composites, an important
improvement of either electrical, mechanical, or
thermal properties was found. Hence, graphene
has shown a great adaptability for engineering
applications [40, 41]. The epoxy/graphene materials mostly have very high thermal conductivity;

they improve mechanical strength as well as thermal stability. The graphene reinforced epoxy
nanocomposites have excellent properties and
have great potential applications in automotive,
electronics, aerospace, and other fields [35–41].
Phenolics/graphene composite materials
Good heat resistance and dimensional stability, high strength, and low cost are some of the
advantages of phenolic resin. Phenolic resin can
also contribute to the development of aerospace,
transportation, and construction industries [42].
Guoping Y. et al. introduced 3D graphene into
a phenolic resin composite; the mechanical and
electrical properties were tested by using in situ
polymerization method to produce the composites. The obtained results showed a good compressive property. Maximum compressive strength of
441.11 MPa was obtained with 2.15% 3D graphene content, which is preferable to strong interfacial bonding between 3D graphene and the
phenolics matrix material. Further increase of the
graphene content, resulted in a decrease in compressive strength. Comparably, the 3D graphene/
phenolics composite showed an improvement of
about 14.24% compared to neat phenolic resin.
Moreover, 3D graphene showed a good electrical
and thermal conductivity by introducing to phenolics resin, which increased along with the graphene content. The electrical conductivity of 3D
graphene phenolics composites by the addition
of 2.15 wt% graphene reached 2.73 S/cm [43].
According to the study of Zhao, S., et al. on the
impact of graphene addition into phenolic composites. Good mechanical, electrical, and thermal
material properties were obtained as results. The
0.5 wt% graphene content into composite showed
maximum tensile strength, where the neat phenolic resin was 34 MPa and increase to 51.4 MPa
for phenolic resin/graphene composite. Phenolic
resin combined with graphene also showed great
improvement of electrical properties and the thermal conductivity of phenolic resin increased with
the content of graphene [44].
Zhang, J. et al. investigated the dispersion of
nanofillers which consist of graphene oxide (GO)
and alkali lignin (L) at different contents, which
show high improvements in material properties.
GO-L comprising different ratios was introduced
into the phenol-formaldehyde (PF) resin and their
properties were carefully studied. With 2 wt%,
the addition of GO-L hybrids indicated that the
41
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storage modulus of PF increased from 2.015 GPa
to 3.675 GPa. Furthermore, during in situ curing
processing, the PF/GO-L nanocomposite flow
rate of heat was improved. The results provided a
material with high performance [45].
Polyethylene/graphene composite materials
Nanocomposite polyethylene graphite develops the physical properties, mechanical properties, and electrical properties. Because graphene
has superior physical properties and has recently
been successfully isolated, it has attracted a lot
of usage from its compeers. The electrical and
mechanical properties of polymers like polyethylene can be improved by graphene blending
[1–5, 46, 48–50].
In order to improve the properties of polyethylene (PE) such as thermal stability, crystallization, and mechanical properties, the graphene
(GN) was used as the filler to different portions.
Wei, P., et al., studied the highly exfoliated graphene/polyethylene composites and reported the
significant improvement of yield strength, elongation at break, and impact strength of polyethylene/graphene composites. Nanofillers have a
significant impact on the mechanical properties
of the composites, and they are also affected by
the orientation of the fillers, morphology, and the
level of exfoliation of graphene [46]. Bhattacharyya et al. introduced graphene into polyethylene,
the researcher findings showed that an improvement in tensile and reduction of the creep behavior of polyethylene properties can be achieved by
the addition of graphene. The tensile strength of
ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) was substantially enhanced by 1 wt% graphene oxide (go). The modulus and strength of
UHMWPE increased from 864 MPa to 1236 MPa
and from 12.6 MPa to 22.2 MPa, respectively.
The creep strain of UHMWPE was reduced from
50% and reached to 9% under 40% loading for
72h [47]. Addition of graphene to low-density
polyethylene (LDPE) enhances the electrical
thermal and mechanical properties of LDPE/graphene nanocomposites. Graphene addition of 0.5
wt% have shown a dramatic change in LDPE/
grapheme nanocomposite, at the same time, the
size of crystallite and the crate of crystallization
increased compared to pure LDPE; nanocomposites have also shown ideal stability of thermal.
With higher graphene content addition, the results
showed increases in tensile strength, module, and
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yielding points of nanocomposites [48]. Pinto,
F. et al, reported that the spreading of graphene
in LDPE did not show any change of polymer
microscopic structure, but tends to increase the
stiffness and strength of nanocomposites. The 0.5
wt.% GNP addition increased the elastic modulus
of the composite, even with the increase of nanofiller content, the maximum strain of the composite decreased significantly from 5.8 to 0.33, while
the maximum stress decreases slightly from 16
to 12 MPa [49]. Different researchers studied
the polyethylene/graphene composites [46÷50]
which showed incredible properties and usefulness in modern technology of lightweight materials, aircraft parts, etc.
Polypropylene/graphene composite materials
The graphene reinforced polypropylene (PP)
composites showed a beneficial impact on conductivity, thermomechanical, thermal stability,
and crystallinity properties of the nanocomposites. In the dynamic mechanical analysis, the distribution of GP with different particle sizes in PP
showed higher storage modulus and improved
thermal stability [51]. Liang, J.Z, et al. reported
that the addition of graphene into PP, showed
some improvement effects of the GNPs on the
flexural properties of the reinforced PP composites in GNPs weight fraction range from 0.1 to
0.5 wt.%. The increase of GNPs mass fraction of
not less than 0.4 wt.% improves the strength and
flexural modulus of the composite [52]. Polymer
composites showed the disadvantage of having
poor thermal and electrical conductivity. Imran,
K.A., et al. studied the improvement of electrical
and thermal conductivity of polypropylene by the
addition of graphene nanoplatelets. Using a coating method with the different weight ratio of graphene/polypropylene, electrical conductivity increased gradually up to 0.5 wt % GNP. Nevertheless, there was no change in thermal conductivity,
but flexural modulus showed an increase with the
addition of graphene, while the main strength and
fracture strain decreased [53].
The addition of graphene nanoplatelets
(GNP) in PP increased the tensile strength and
decreased the elongation at break. Moreover,
PP/graphene shows a great application in the
preparation of light vehicle materials. The addition of GNP to nanocomposites makes it the best
alternative for the production of polymer-based
nanocomposites [54, 55].
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Graphene/polyamide composite materials
In the case of graphene/polymer composites,
polyamide (PA) has already gained great attention. Moreover, it has shown high mechanical,
thermal, and electrical properties. According to
the report of Nafi Yesildag, et al., concerning the
properties of polyamide 6-graphene composites,
the Young’s modulus and tensile strength were
improved by the addition of 1 wt.% GP to PA, as
compared to pure PA [56]. A study on the effect of
graphene on crystallinity, electrical and thermal
properties of polyamide 6 using melting compounding method was conducted by Hoor, Farzaneh Alirezaei, et al. The results showed that the
addition of graphene increased the thermal stability and electrical conductivity. By adding 1% graphene to PA6 composites, crystallinity decreased
from 31.5% to 26.9% [57].
Mayoral. B. et al. reported Polyamide 6 (PA6)
/ graphite nanoplatelets (GNPs) composites processing and characterization using the melt-mixing method. When compared with unfilled PA6
polymer, the results showed an improvement of
thermal and mechanical properties of PA6/GNPs
composites. Increasing GNP content showed an
improvement in crystallinity, tensile strength, and
electrical conductivity of the composite [58].
Dan Zheng, et al., reported that graphene oxide introduced into PA6 using in situ polymerization 10 wt.% graphene oxide content in PA6
nanocomposite showed a decrease in friction
coefficient and wear rate. Furthermore, the volume fraction gradually GO increased from ~0.27
to ~1.09 vol.%, the electrical conductivity also
quickly increased by 10 orders of magnitude from
~4.2×10−14 to ~1.0×10−4 S/m [59].
Graphene/polyester composite materials
The polyester composites with GN have
shown outstanding properties, Bastiurea et al.,
by applying a three-point bending test studied
the mechanical properties of polyester composites with GN and graphite. 0.02 wt% and 0.1
wt% graphene showed higher yield stress, 0.02
wt% graphene, and 0.1 wt% graphite showed the
maximum value of flexural stress, and flexural
strain at break, respectively, while the graphene
composite showed better properties compared to
graphite [60]. The graphene-based polymer nanocomposites are playing an important role in new
high-performance materials with good electrical,

mechanical, and thermal properties, introduced
to polyester proved to strengthen the mechanical properties. Graphene nanosheets with 0.05%
content improved tensile strength up to 52%, and
flexural strength around 92%; furthermore, the
thermal properties and the electrical properties
for the nanocomposites were also improved [61].
Khan, U. et al., combining solution and melting
method produced polyester filled with graphene
and nanotubes. The composite showed high
strength and better reinforcement; moreover as
a result of the 2 wt% filler addition, both modulus and strength highly increased [62]. Tang, Z.
et al., grafted polyester onto graphene oxide, an
increased content, directly increased the thermal
conductivity of the composites. By the addition
of 1.45% graphene fraction volumes, the thermal
conductivity of the composites showed a great
increment of about 185% (from 0.19 to 0.542
Wm−1K−1). Electrical conductivity achieved great
improvement as well [63].
Graphene/polyurethane
Polyurethane has shown excellent processability, good mechanical, and electrical properties [64, 65]. Adding graphene to polyurethane
has brought a material useful in biomedical applications. Graphene content lower than 5 wt%
significantly improves the conductivity of composites. Furthermore, composites showed excellent mechanical properties and keep the thermal
properties of a pure polyurethane material [66].
Sinh, L.H., et al., using in situ polymerization
method, introduced graphene into polyurethane
contributing to the good improvement of properties of the composite. The addition of 0.03
wt% graphene into polyurethane resulted in an
improved Young’s modulus and tensile strength
1.4 and 2 times, respectively. Furthermore,
elongation at break remains the same while the
storage modulus of polymer composite showed
improvement within the high-temperature range
[67]. Bahrami, S. et al., dispersed graphene
into polyurethane at different concentrations.
Various characteristics studied, showed that improved electrical conductivity properties of the
composite can be attained by adding graphene.
Moreover, the addition of 5 wt% graphene content can improve the mechanical properties of
the composite. Therefore, it proved to be useful in biomedical applications, especially tissue
engineering [68].
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Applications

Transportation

The graphene-polymer composites proved to
be suitable for the production of lightweight materials, such as gasoline tanks and plastic. They
also applicable in aircraft and car parts like brakes
and clutches, and also used to design strong wind
turbines, anti-corrosion materials, sports equipment, medical facilities, transportation, and the
electronic industry [69–71; 73].

Transportation facilitates the rapid development of the world economy, and billions of dollars have been invested in this field. Aerospace,
marine transportation, and highway transportation need materials with high strength, low
weight, corrosion resistance, low environmental
pollution, energy-saving, and other properties.
As a kind of lightweight material, the graphene
integrated composites have great application potential in automobile frameworks. Graphene with
a high aspect ratio, high flexibility, and mechanical strength makes it a suitable material for transportation equipment design. The introduction of
graphene into polymer composites improves the
properties of the composite matrix and has certain advantages in the production of vehicles. The
graphene polymer composites have a stable friction coefficient and low wear rate under various
working speed, pressure, temperature, surface
roughness, contact stress, and environmental
conditions, making them a suitable choice for
transportation materials. Moreover, lightweight
has been proven to be an important issue in automotive energy saving. The graphene-based polymer nanocomposites constitute materials that can
reduce weight and have excellent strength. Compared with polymer composites, the properties of
polymer composites with a small amount of graphene are significantly improved [40, 42, 44].

Anti-corrosion engineering
The effect of corrosion on materials has
been a great threat to the economy as well as
a modern society. Different materials were affected by corrosion, which has brought a significant loss to the development of the world
economy [73]. Different strategies were used
for corrosion mitigation; for instance, the introduction of graphene to polymer composites
coatings has shown a certain improvement
[72]. Excellent properties, such as mechanical
strength and low chemical reactivity are attributed to graphene, due to its ability to rapidly
reduce corrosion current densities and enhance
corrosion protection. Graphene has excellent
mechanical strength, low chemical reactivity,
applied polystyrene/graphene nanocomposites in corrosion protection. Hence, using in
situ polymerization method, the polystyrene
graphene nanocomposites were prepared, and
found to have excellent properties for corrosion resistance. The addition of graphene has
better corrosion resistance than pure polystyrene (PS), when 2 wt% modified GO was added
into the PS polymer matrix, the anti-corrosion
efficiency increased from 37.90% to 99.53%
[75]. Liu, S., et al. produced graphene/epoxy
coatings; the results showed that introduction
of graphene improved the corrosive resistance
of epoxy. The 0.5% graphene addition demonstrated better performance [76]. Meanwhile,
Liu, D. et al. studied the corrosion resistance
of functional graphene and fullerene C60 reinforced epoxy resin, and found that compared
with pure epoxy resin, it has higher corrosion
resistance. Graphene and C60 nanofiller have a
good barrier effect on corrosive solution; coupled with epoxy they showed excellent physical
and chemical properties which tend to improve
the anti-corrosion and adhesion properties and
reduce the porosity of the composite [77].
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Biomedical
The nanocomposite material obtained with
the composite of graphene and polymer is a new
type of material with broad application prospects.
Graphene nanocomposites coupled with different polymer matrices and developed by using
several methods have brought advantages for use
in different biomedical applications. The use of
graphene with excellent properties, such as excellent thermal, mechanical, and electrical behavior,
combined with different polymers, is rapidly increasing in medical implants [1, 3, 78, 79].
The applications of graphene and its derivatives in biomedicine were studied by Tonelli,
F.M., et al. A small amount of graphene was
added into the polymer composites to improve
the mechanical strength and promote osteogenic
induction, thus further promoting the growth of
new bone tissue and providing an appropriate interface between natural bone and implant [79].
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Fig. 4. Graphene-based materials applications in the field of biomedicine [84]

Seung. B.J. et al., studied the mechanical flexibility for graphene oxide grafted into polyurethane
for applicable in skeletal tissue engineering.
Herein, the materials with good elastic properties
are very important for resisting and supporting the
muscle tissue environment uncer dynamic conditions. The 8 wt.% graphene addition introduced
to composite showed a great increase of elasticity
as well as good stress relaxation properties and
hydrophilicity [80]. In biomedicine, graphene incorporated into with polymer plays a great role in
different biomedical aspects (Fig 4). Biosensing
materials for monitoring and diagnosis of various diseases need to have excellent properties.
Graphene has shown remarkable properties when
grafted with polymers, providing ideal composite
support for the development of biosensors [81].
A bacterial infection is a world problem for
human life, graphene nanocomposite solutions,
combining polymer and graphene offers ideal materials for antibacterial applications [82]. Therefore, graphene polymer composites have shown
great progress in the fields of antibacterial, drug
delivery, biosensor, bioelectronics, cancer treatment, and tissue engineering [83].
Electronic industry
Graphene filled polymers play an important
role in the manufacturing of sensors, capacitors,
shielding, and many other electronic and mechanical devices. Graphene polymer nanocomposites exhibit excellent properties in transistors,
electroluminescent devices, batteries, memory

devices, gate dielectrics, light-emitting diodes,
and touch screen devices [85]. Mainly coupled
polymer/graphene nanocomposite has found success for sensor applications. Polymer/graphene
has also been used to construct large flexible
panels in solar cells and also in fuel cell structure
[4, 6]. Additionally, these hybrid materials have
shown fabrication possibilities for supercapacitors, optical displays, printing circuits, electrical
devices, photo- and superconductor devices [69].
An essential use of polymer/graphene has
also been observed in the thermal management
of electronics or electronic devices such as cell
phones, laptops, LEDs, etc. In short, the polymer/graphene nanocomposites have started a
new era of research and countless possibilities
for electronic devices and systems and the overall electronics industry [86].

Conclusion and future
perspectives
Polymer composites are useful in different
aspects of the human life. However, the interface
bonding effect is not ideal. Traditional composite materials cannot meet the growing needs of
people. Graphene has a unique hexagonal network plane structure as well as excellent physical, mechanical, and chemical properties. It is an
ideal inorganic filler. Graphene is functionalized
and then compounded with a polymer matrix to
obtain materials with excellent properties (mechanical, thermal, etc.)
45
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This article reviewed graphene polymer processing, properties, and applications. It comparatively showed excellent properties and choices
for the development of new materials applied
under harsh conditions such as high speed, temperature variations, and effectively for environment protection. Nevertheless, challenges still
exist, for example:
•• Technical barriers, including structure control,
matrix dispersion of graphene, interfacial interaction of graphene and composite matrix,
and individual contact of graphene.
•• Quality in mass production of graphene.
•• Producing good quality, low cost with large
quantity, and regulated structure of graphene
is still a difficult problem in large-scale polymer composites production.
•• Characteristics of graphene polymer composites depend strongly on the graphene distribution in the polymer matrices. Better dispersion
of graphene in polymers is also a fundamental
problem for advanced applications.
Although different challenges exist, graphene polymer composites show great future
perspectives in different domains of life. The
dispersion of a small amount of graphene in
the polymer has demonstrated that the design
of materials with good properties can successfully be achieved. The outstanding properties of
graphene grafted into polymer are important in
electronic devices, which is expected to replace
silicon in optical transparency, computer chips,
or ultraviolet nitride light-emitting diode. They
also showed excellent mechanical properties,
which could be applied to produce automotive
components, medical facilities, energy storage
equipment, and more others.
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